CLASS # 36

RUBBER TARP STRAPS
USA MADE RUBBER STRAPS

These straps are made of 100% virgin rubber to give them strength and
durability. They’re available in lengths from 9” to 41” and have heat treated
‘S’ hooks on each end. The eyes on the straps are extremely tough and hold
the hooks firmly in place without danger of ‘pull out’.
The rubber is treated with a special chemical that prevents dry rot and
Sun damage, so they’ll last for several seasons. They’re used for tying down
tarps, ladders, boards, buckets, piping, tubing, etc.
ITEM#:
US9
US15
US22
US31
US41

DESCRIPTION:
USA RUBBER TIE DOWN STRAPS
USA RUBBER TIE DOWN STRAPS
USA RUBBER TIE DOWN STRAPS
USA RUBBER TIE DOWN STRAPS
USA RUBBER TIE DOWN STRAPS

SIZE:
9”
15”
22”
31”
41”

IMPORTED RUBBER STRAPS
These straps are just like our USA made ones, but lighter duty and less
expensive. They lack the added chemicals that keep them resistant to Sun rot
and severe weather, but are sufficient for most applications.
ITEM#:
565
56521
566

DESCRIPTION:
IMPORTED RUBBER TARP STRAPS
IMPORTED RUBBER TARP STRAPS
IMPORTED RUBBER TARP STRAPS

SIZE:
15”
22”
31”
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BLUE PVC TARPS
These blue PVC tarps are stronger than canvas and light enough for one
person to handle. They’re water and mildew resistant and reinforced with a
high density polyethylene fabric enmeshed with a cross weave of fiberglass
fibers. This makes a rugged, tear resistant material that’s washable and non
cracking at 20° Fahrenheit.
They have rustproof grommets every three feet and at every reinforced
corner as well as poly rope sewn into all four outer edges for extra strength.

ITEM#:
567
578
568
573
574
569
586

SIZE:
6’ x 8’
8’ x 10’
9’ x 12’
10’ x 10’
10’ x 20’
12’ x 16’
15’ x 30

ITEM#:
570
571
576
572
575
584
585

SIZE:
16’ x 20’
18’ x 24’
20’ x 30’
20’ x 40’
26’ x 55’
30’ x 60’
40’ x 60’
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GREEN PVC TARPS
These green PVC tarps are constructed the same as the lighter blue PVC
tarps but are twice as thick. They feature a mesh ‘rip stop’ material between
the layers of PVC which prevents tearing easily. They also have rust proof
grommets and a sewn in poly rope along the edges for reinforcement.
Where blue tarps are designed to cover stationary objects, these thicker,
green, PVC tarps will work better for covering a load in a truck for light use
on the road or highway.

ITEM#:
576G
574G
569G
570G
571G
572G

DESCRIPTION:
GREEN PVC DOUBLE THICK TARP
GREEN PVC DOUBLE THICK TARP
GREEN PVC DOUBLE THICK TARP
GREEN PVC DOUBLE THICK TARP
GREEN PVC DOUBLE THICK TARP
GREEN PVC DOUBLE THICK TARP

SIZE;
10’ x 12’
10’ x 20’
12’ x 16’
16’ x 20’
18’ x 24’
20’ x 40’
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SILVER PVC TARPS
These silver PVC tarps are constructed the same as our blue tarps but are
twice as thick. Unlike the blue and green tarps, however, they are resistant to
ultra violet light which can break down PVC material over time.
They feature the same mesh ‘rip stop’ between the layers of PVC so they
won’t tear easily and they have the rust proof grommets, reinforced corners,
and the poly rope sewn in along the edges for extra strength and protection
against the grommets pulling out. Great for covering and protection against
direct sunlight.

ITEM#:
68S
620S
630S
810S
1010S
1012S
1020S
1212S
1216S

SIZE:
6’ x 8’
6’ x 20’
6’ x 30’
8’ x 10’
10’ x 10’
10’ x 12’
10’ x 20’
12’ x 12’
12’ x 16’

ITEM#:
1220S
1224S
1530S
1620S
1824S
2020S
2040S
2456S
2655S

SIZE:
12’ x 20’
12’ x 24’
15’ x 30’
16’ x 20’
18’ x 24’
20’ x 20’
20’ x 40’
24’ x 56’
26’ x 55’
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BLACK MESH TARPS
These black mesh tarps are used for shading greenhouses, patios, campsites,
kennels or as privacy barriers and truck cover for hauling rubbish or leaves. They
have an approximate 73% shade and 27% light allowance and are made of heavy
duty polypropylene knitted fabric material.
They have reinforced edges with brass grommets approximately every 18” and
they are tear resistant and mildew resistant.

ITEM#:
BMT68
BMT612
BMT810
BMT816
BMT912
BMT1012
BMT1216
BMT1220
BMT1224

SIZE:
6’ x 8’
6’ x 12’
8’ x 10’
8’ x 16’
9’ x 12’
10’ x 12’
12’ x 16’
12’ x 20’
12’ x 24’

DESCRIPTION:
BLACK MESH TARP
BLACK MESH TARP
BLACK MESH TARP
BLACK MESH TARP
BLACK MESH TARP
BLACK MESH TARP
BLACK MESH TARP
BLACK MESH TARP
BLACK MESH TARP
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CANVAS TARPS
These heavy duty, canvas tarpaulins are 16oz. per square foot of canvas
material. They are weather treated and water resistant and great for covering
a variety of materials as well as light duty truck loads at slower speeds. (Not
recommended or chemically treated for high speed highway use).
They have rugged brass grommets every 2 feet for easy tie down using
rubber tarp straps or heavy cord. The sizes below are industry standard sizes
and as with all canvas tarps, the finished size is approximately 4” to 6” less
per side due to the manufacturing process where the material is hemmed and
stitched. Imported.

ITEM#:
CAN68
CAN810
CAN1012
CAN1020

SIZE:
6’ x 8’
8’ x 10’
10’ x 12’
10’ x 20’

DESCRIPTION:
16 OZ. CANVAS TARPAULIN
16 OZ. CANVAS TARPAULIN
16 OZ. CANVAS TARPAULIN
16 OZ. CANVAS TARPAULIN
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10’ x 20’ CANOPY WITH FRAME
These canopies are tough, good looking, easy to put up and very useful
around the house, shop, carport, at swap meets, or as a boat cover.
The frame is rugged 1-3/8” round tubing with thick walls and made of
light weight aluminum. It measures 20’ long by 10’ wide with four standards
on each side and a peaked roof, for water drainage.
The silver colored tarp is a heavy duty, reinforced polyethylene that’s
been specially treated to resist the sun’s ultra violet light and there are quick
bungee ball fasteners for the reinforced eyelets located every 18”.
Washable, weather proof, shrink proof, and rot proof. Weighs 101 lbs.

ITEM#:
1020CAN

DESCRIPTION:
10’ x 20’ FRAMED OUTDOOR CANOPY
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100 PC. GROMMET REPAIR KIT
Now you can install bright new brass plated grommets in that old tarp or
better yet, customize any tarp to perfectly fit any object you want to protect.
This kit is not just for tarps, it’s great for tents, sleeping bags, swimming
pool covers, awnings, and many other items using grommet construction.
Includes a 3 piece drop forged, zinc plated punch, 50 pieces of 1/2” rustproof, brass coated grommets, and 50 pieces of 1/2” rust-proof, brass coated
washers.

ITEM#:
881

DESCRIPTION:
100 PC. GROMMET REPAIR KIT
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20 PC. TIE DOWN STRAP & CORD KIT
The perfect assortment of tie down straps and Bungee Cords to equip any
vehicle for almost any occasion. If you have vans or trucks out on the road,
they need tie downs for emergencies and for hauling around equipment and
supplies.
This handy tie down kit includes 2 each of the 6’ long x 7/8” wide, heavy
duty buckle straps and two 1” wide x 15’ ratcheting straps as well as 4 each
of the 10” multi-colored Bungee Cords and 2 each of the 12”, 18”, 24”, 32”,
48”, and 72” lengths. Imported.

ITEM#:
992

DESCRIPTION:
20 PC. TIE DOWN STRAP & CORD KIT
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EPDM RUBBER TARP STRAPS
EPDM, (ethylene propylene diene monomer), is a rubber compound that is
extremely resistant to weathering, ozone, and UV exposure. Recommended
for any applications where the elastomer will receive excessive exposure to
environmental conditions.
It provides very good chemical
resistance and in the manufacture
of these straps assures a tie down
that will last through a myriad of
harsh conditions.
These E.P.D.M. tarp straps will
not rot or lose stretchability with
lengthy exposure to the elements.
They feature rust resistant, steel
‘s’ hooks that will not bend, twist
or pull out under heavy use.

ITEM#:
EPDM10
EPDM15
EPDM21
EPDM31
EPDM41

DESCRIPTION:
10” EPDM RUBBER TARP STRAPS
15” EPDM RUBBER TARP STRAPS
21” EPDM RUBBER TARP STRAPS
31” EPDM RUBBER TARP STRAPS
41” EPDM RUBBER TARP STRAPS
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HEAVY DUTY BUNGEE CORDS
These heavy duty fabric covered Bungee cords are available in various
lengths from 18” to 72”. They have an inner core constructed of high tensile
strength bands of rubberized nylon that are impervious to all harsh weather
conditions.
They won’t stretch out, wear out, pull out, or deteriorate over the years
and will withstand the constant stretching. The outside casing of these straps
is a tightly braided, white nylon with small blue striping and these Bungees
stretch out to twice their unstressed length. Their heat treated, case hardened
hooks are coated to prevent scratching.

ITEM#:
960
961
962
963
964

SIZE:
18”
24”
36”
48”
72”

DESCRIPTION:
HEAVY DUTY BUNGEE CORDS
HEAVY DUTY BUNGEE CORDS
HEAVY DUTY BUNGEE CORDS
HEAVY DUTY BUNGEE CORDS
HEAVY DUTY BUNGEE CORDS
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FLAT BUNGEE 6 PACK
Strap it down tight and secure with the CargoLoc™ flat bungee cords. These
flat bungees are four times stronger than the original round cords and the hooks are
injection molded with a protective coating to prevent rust, scratching and marring.
These cords are 3/4” wide for added surface contact and included in the pack
are (2) 15”, (2) 25”, (1) 35” and (1) 45”.

ITEM#:
720

DESCRIPTION:
FLAT BUNGEE 6 PACK
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60” x 78” CARGO NET
Used for holding down items in a pickup truck, this 60” x 78” cargo net features
24 durable nylon hooks and sealed crimp covers to prevent rust and scratching. It is
made of bungee-type stretch cord to easily adjust over awkward cargo loads.

ITEM#:
CN6078

DESCRIPTION:
60” x 78” CARGO NET

